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BLOG 3 – TEAM BRUNEL IN
THE ARC
Blog 3 ARC Rally

Three full days have gone by since we left the Canaries, the weather Gods are with

us and fair trade winds ranging 18-28 knots allow high averages. Steering with the

high waves demands full concentration but the rewards are stunning- true sailing

delight with an excellent crew and mega thrills when you achieve longer and

longer runs at max speed. 

Sailing things 

At this very moment only the second! sail change takes place, the MH0 (Masthead

Code 0) is being prepared to be hoisted and unfurled. As the winds are in the lower

ranges 15-20 Kn this huge surface asymmetric sail can squeeze the max power out

of the available wind. Since the start we used the golden triangle of FR0 with jib2

and mainsail, to be replaced in the first night for the Jib 3 serving as a staysail

between FR0 and Mainsail. It partitions the wind flow nicely into 2 more stable

streams and pushes another knot of speed out of the boat. 

The life onboard brings some unexpected excitements: 

‘Breaking news’ Last night we have a thief onboard?! First some headlights had

disappeared, than a jacket, a cap and brand new clean white socks with

fluorescent striping (who buys this anyway?, note editor.) . Despite a serious search

and rescue mission by the owner and investigation by the authorities the objects

did not surface. Various crew were interrogated but denied any misconduct in this

serious matter. This morning at dawn the mystery was mostly solved, the objects

were all in his own bunk. 

There was obviously no case of any criminal offence but rather a rare combination

of ‘squirrel syndrome’ and Allzheimer light. The matter was therefore quickly

solved but the owner denied the need for an apology as he did not recall he had

lost anything…. 

Animal things 



Other than the Squirrel incident’ little animal affairs have come buy other than a far

away whale and a flying fish landing on deck. Wildlife must be abundant in these

deep waters but hidden under the foamy surface of the ocean. The only fish look-

alike is our 7 tons bright yellow keel that sticks out at 40 degrees angle some 4,5

meters under water and is a firm companion that does not let go…. 

People stuff 

When living onboard with 15 people where the accommodation is

originally planned for 9 it is getting crowdy sometimes . more on this later… 

Your  O.B.R… a.i. 
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